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We do not take any responsibility for mistakes,
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printing.
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The Bet Zvi Torah Center has been running since year 2000, serving the entire RBS community and beyond.
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A NEW SUMMER…
With the Bet Zvi Torah Center New Program

Summer Program ´19
זמן קיץ תשע"ט

MORNING SCHEDULE

WHEN 

9:00-11:00 The Semicha
Chaburah 

Rabbi Moshe
Dovid Cohen

9:00-10:00

9:15- 10:15

9:00-11:00 

WHAT WHO HOW AND...
Study the practical aspects of hilchos 
kashrus in a way that’s both deep and 
applicable. 
This chaburah is entering its third 
successful cycle. Starting now-new cycle! 

Optional: 15 mins. 
Mussar at the start of 
the shiur.

Available online! 

Kinyan
Masechta

Dayan Yair
Ebu Isaac

The kinyan masechta program has proven 
itself as one that’s most effective for 
understanding and retention. Starting now: 
The 4th Perek of Succah. 

The hour is split 
between the shiur and 
chavrusa study.

Amud Yomi Rosh Kollel,
Rabbi Akiva
Teichtal

Join a shiur that’s fast enough to cover 
ground, yet slow enough to gain skills.
Now studying Maseches Avoda Zara - 
touching on many real-life questions. 

One on One Step in and we will set you up with one of our experienced chavrusas. 

Includes a quick and 
effective weekly 
review. 

EVENING SCHEDULE

WHEN 
7:15-7:45 Mishna

Berura -
Dirshu

Rabbi Yedidya
Cohen

7:15-8:15

8:30-9:30

8:15

WHAT WHO HOW AND...
Join the international Dirshu program. 
Learn vital hilchos Shabbos! 

The shiur is in 
Hebrew…
Ken, ata yachol!

“Totally
Shulchan
Aruch”

Dayan Yair
Ebu Isaac

NEW! This shiur will help you cover the 
entire Shulchan Aruch in a way that’s both 
clear and deep.
Don’t miss it! 

The hour will be 
divided between 
chavrusa study and 
shiur. 

Amud Yomi

Maariv

7:00 Mincha

Rabbi Avishay
Hill

See Maseches Ta’anis come to life in this 
dynamic, engaging shiur.

Special attention given 
to Agadah 




